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                              Abstract

   A high statistios measurement of cross sections for rr-p.rpn and n-p-.rp'n at 8.06
GeVlc was performed using charged particle and gamma ray spectrorneter at the KEK.
A total of 14,60e n and 4,500 rp' mesons were recorded. The behavior of the differential
cross sections for op and op' is different with each other and the ratio R(op'ln) of the dif-

ferential cross sections decreases with four-momentum transfer squared -t by a factor of
3in the region of Itl<O.8 GeV2 and beyond ltlww1.0 GeV2 R(n'tn) increases and reaches
to l at ltl==1.3 GeV2. R(op'/op) at t==O is O.55 LO.04 and v-n' mixing angle is -(18.l l

1.0)O by the simple mass-mixing scheme, which is different from the vaiues fyom the linear

(-24e) and quadratic (-100) rnass formulae oÅí naive SU(3) classification.

1. Intreduction

    The comparison between the op and rp' mesons production cross sections in
the ru- P charge exchange reactions has been of great interest from a view point of

the quark model (reÅí 1). Since the initial x-P system of both reactions.

          rc '-P.opn, (l)
and

          rr -p. ty'n, (2)
does not contain the strange quark (s) content, the op and rp' mesons are produced

only through the l2ght quark (u and d) contents by the dominant OZI-ailowed pro-
cess. The ratio of the cross sections provides information on the relative non-strange

quark content in op nad op'.

    According to the SU(3) theory, op and n' are lsoscalar members of the pseudo-

scalar nonet, but the nonet does not satisfy the typical mass formula, and a sym-
metry--breaking interaction has been introduced to take care of octet-singlet m2x2ng.

A general mixing scheme for the op-op' complex is given by (reÅí 2),

          lrp> == s,(cos e, ivs>-sln e,1ope>), (3)
          lop'> =: S2(sin e,lop8> +cos e,lqO>), (4)

* Now at the Nationale Laboratory for High Energy Phys!cs, Ibaraki-ken, Japan.
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where vg and ope are the octet and singlet isoscalar members of SU(3) nonet whose

quark content are defined as follows;

          lnD> :(uu+dd+ss)/v'Mlith, (5)
          iv8> :(uu+dd-2ss)/v'-lli-. (6)
    This leads the ratio R(ny'1op) of the cross sections of reactions (1) and (2) to be

         R(op t/op) == (s, sin (e,+e,) /s, cos (e,+e,))2, (7)
                                                                     'With

          e, -- tan-'V-l2M =:54.740. (8)
    Ifwe assume a slmple mass-mixing scheme with Si ==S2mI and ei =e2==e, R(op'ln)

can be expressed as follows;

         R(op7n) == tan2 (e,+e). , (g)
    The value of the mixing angle 0 is determined from the mass of the O- nonet
to be -240 or ---llO, dependlng on the linear or qttadratic SU(3) mass formula,
which glves the value of (R(op'ln)==O.35 and O.96, respectively. Therefore the

measurement of R(rp'!q) will give !nformatlons on mixing angle and make it pos-
sible to determine the mixing angles, and to test the reliability of the simple mass-

mixing scheme. In this scheme, R(T'la) does not depend on incident momenta
and momentum transfer squared.
    In order to identify the reactions (1) and (2), 2r's from op and ny' or n+rr-rr must

be detected, since n and op' decay as follows;

          op --ep rr

           -> rr+rc-nO, rcO -> rr

           ,          n --> rr

           - rc+x"-op, n . rr

Previous experiments on the reactions (1) and (2) cover a wide momentum range
from 3.8 to 200 GeVlc (refs. 3-l4). Main features of the experimental results are

summarized in table I. However, all of them except refs. 10 and !4 detected op
and/or ny' in r r decaying mode. The very smal} slze of the branching ratio of rp'

into rr decay severe}y limited the data by statistics. In addition, heavy backgrounds

occurred from comparatively intense processes of n-- p--,F ton (with o.vaOr), n-p--eb

rrOreOn, and also va-' p.fOn (withfO->rcerrO) in which seme of the gamma rays were
undetected or unseparated from others. This caused the systematic error in identi-
fying op' in the rr rnass spectrum.

    Two recent experiments measured R(v'fop) with very high-statistlcs. One of
them (reÅí 13) detected op and n' via their rr decays at incident momenta from l5 to

40 GeVfc. Their results shows the same s-dependence of the cross sections for the

reaction (l) and (2). Tke t-dependence is also the same for both processes. They

obtained the average value of O.52Å}O.02 for R(op'/rp) of total ross sections and
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Table l

AND n' PRODUCTIONS IN rr-p REACTIONS

. List ofprevious experiments for x, mp.vn and z-p-v'n

3

IBcident momentum
    (Gevlc) Particle Detection Reference

2.91, 3.72, 5.9, 9.8, l3.3 aRd 18.2

lo.e

3.65

3.8

3.8,6, 8 and 12

21,25, 32.5, 40 and 48

32.5 and 48

6.0

20.8, 40.8, 64.4, 100.7, 150.2 and
199.3

15, 20.2, 25, 3e, and 40

15, 20.2, 25, 30 and 40

8.45

 1

l

op

 t opv l  v,

  2r
  2r
 2r, n

 2r, n

 2r, n

  2r
  2r
rc+rc- rr

  2r

  2r
  2r
z+rc" rr

Gttisan et ai, (3)

Wahlig et al. (4)

Harvey et al. (5)

Apel et al. (6)

Apel et al. (7)

Bolotov et al. (8)

Bolotov et ai. (9)

Shaevitz et al. (IO)

Dahl et al. (11)

Apel et al. (12)

Apel et al. (l3)

Stanton et al. (14)

O.55lO.06 for R(v'ln) att==e. Tkey concluded that the reaction (2) was simplya
scaled-down ver'sion of reactlon (1) and R(op'1op) did not depend on t. The other
high-statistics experiment (reÅí l4) was performed at 8.45 GeV/c by detecting rr'z-rr

with tlte charged and neutral spectrometer at the Argonne National Laboratory.
They obtained the vaiue of O.48Å}O.08 for R(ty'/q) at t =O and it decreases strongly
with t by a factor of4 at l t l <I.O GeV2 in contradiction with the former statements.

    'I'hese experimental values of about Q.5 for R(ny'i'q) at t==e derive the mixing

angle of -l90 from the simple mass-mixing scheme (9). These experimental re-
sults cannot be explained by the simple quark model. Several speculations have
been made on the quark content of op'. It was suggested that the wave function
of n' might have aclditional m!xing of radially excited states (refs. 15, l6), or op'

might contain the gluonium component (ref. 17, l8), which will behave as an inert

component in the reaction (2).

    It is essential to take the data of clean events w!th statistlcs high enough to

clarify the t-dependence ofR(rp'1rp) in more detail over the wide t-range.

    The present experiment has been performed at the National Laboratory for
High Energy Physics (KEK) from November 1982 to July 1983, using 8 Gevfc n--
beam and a wide acceptance charged particle and gamrna ray spectrometer. Our
data has the largest sample of reaction (2) at any momentum. The react!ons (1)
and (2) have been measured through rr+nr"rr mode and this enabled tts to take very

clean events of rp and rp' with small backgrounds due to the high mass resolution.

The experimental apparatus and the data analysis are described in Chapters 2 and

3, respectively. In Chapter 4 the results will be given and compared with the
prev!ous experimental results and theoretical predictions.

2. Description of the Experimental Apparatus

    The apparatus we used was a forward spectrometer (fig. 1). The momenta of
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charged particles were rr}easured with a large aperture analyz!ng magnet "BENKEI"
and four sets of multi-wire proportional and drift chambers (Wl, W2, W3 and W4).

The energy and position of gamma rays were measured wlth an array of lead glass

blocks equipped with active converters and a proportional chamber (W5). The
recoil neutron was not detected. The liquid hydrogen target was a 21 cm long and

5 cm in diameter. The pion beam was provided by a high energy beam Iine (rr1)
at the National Laboratory for High Energy Phygics (KEK).
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2.1 Beam and Target
    Pions were produced in a copper productien target of IO mm in diameter and
60 mm long irradiated with a siowly extracted proton beam (EPII-B) of the 12 GeV

proton synchrotron at KEK as is seen in fig. 2.

    The particies produced in the angle of l.5 degree were bent by a pair of septum

magnets (Sl, S2) and focused with a quadrupole doublet (Q!, W2) onto an ad-
justabie momentum slit having a large momentum-dispersion. A beam hedoscope
BH, a series of ten finger scintil}atiolt counters was placed at this intermediate focus

point. Each element was 6 mm wide and was installed such that one third of the

width was overiapped with an adjacent element Each particle was tagged with a
momentum bite of O.20/. at 8 GeV!c.

    Two superconducting bending magnets (SDI, SD2) placed before and behind
the intermediate focus point defiected the beam against the primary proton Iine by

28.91 degrees. A second quadrupoie doublet (<2t3, Q4) refocused the beam onto
the hydrogen target which was placed at 35 meters downstream from the produc-

tlon target.

    The beam size at the hydrogen target was 30 millimeters in diameter. The
divergence of the beam was Å}12 mrad. The typical beam intensity was l.lÅ~!e5
particles per burst with a momentum bite of 1.2% at a rate of 8Å~10ii protons per

burst on the production target. The beam spill was 400 msec long in every 2.5

sec. The effective beam intensity through a beam defining counter telescope was
8Å~ I04 particles per burst.

    Two sets of beam proportional chambers, Bl and B2, were placed 3.25 m and

l.25m upstrearn of the target center, respectively. Each set consisted of x and2

planes and the wire spacing was 2mm for Bl and 1 mm for B2. The directions
of the incident particles were measured with accuracies of Å}O.8 mrad.

    [he number ofparticle contamlnants were measured at several momenta with a
gas Cerenkov counter (containing Freonl3) placed between Bl and B2, and with the

time-of-fiight between intermediate and final focus points. The slit sizes of collima-

ters were l2.5 mm. The muon contamination was measured to be 2.8Å}O.20/o at the

momentum of 8 GeVlc. The contaminants of Kaons, anti-protons, and electrons
were negligiblly small at this momentum. The decay fraction of pion between the

last bending magnet (SD2) and the final focus point was estimated to be 2.90/. and

agreed with the measured muon contamination.
    Liquid hydrogen was filled in a cylindrical mylar box (appendix) of 21 cm long

and 5 cm in diameter. The mylar thickness wsa O.2 mm. The hydrogen gas filled
in a reservolr tank (2 m3) was transmitted to the condenser via a llquid nitrogen

purifier. The gas was liquefied in the condenser and gathered in the appendix.

The level of the liquid hydrogen in the appendix was monitored throughout the

experiment by small carbon resistors placed in the top and bottom of the ap-
pend!x. By closing a cryo-valve, llquid hydrogen in the appendix was easiiy pushed

back to the condenser. Thus the appendix was made empty within a few minutes.
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2.2 General Features of the Spectremeter system

    The spectrometer system had the fellowing features;

    a) wide acceptance in the detection of the decaying particles.

    b) good momentum resolution for charged particles.
    c) good energy and position resolution for gamma rays.
    d) high tracking efl}ciency.

    e) goodtriggereMciency. .
    f) efficient data taking system.

    In order to provide a wide geometrical acceptance the detectors were closely

assembled in and around the analyizng magnet. The distance between the hydrogen
target and the lead glass wall was 4 meters and a solid angle of the spectrometer ac-

ceptance was O.2 steradian. An anticounter system was installed around the target

and inside the magnet in order to suppress unwanted background reactions. The
anticounter system was sensitive to both charged particles and gamma rays, and
covered more than 900/e of the forward off-spectrometer region.

Z3 Spectrometer Magnet
    The spectrometer magnet was a large window frame type superconducting
magnet called "BENKEI" (ref. I9). Its center was placed 188cm downstream
from the hydrogen target. The effective field volume was l.O meter heigh, 1.5
meter wlde, and 2.2 meter long. !n order to detect charged particles with low
momenta (>350 MeVlc), the operational current was set at 300 A, which was far
below tke rating curi"ent of 600 A. The central field and the field integral were 8.4

kilogauss and 12.4 kilogauss-m, respectively.

    The magnetlc field was measured over the 8000 points ln one-eighth of the sym-

metric volume. The asyrnrnetry was measured to be at most l50 gauss and the
field integral was constant within 5.70/Q over the aperture. The magnet!c field at

each measured z-posit2on was fitted by a set of five-dimensional polynomyals of x

andl coordinates. The magnetic field at any z-posit!on was derived by interpolat-

ing the coeMcients from the neighbouring z-points of the measurement.

    A large refrigeration system of helium was prepared for the beam line magnets

of superconducting septum (S2) and two dipole magnet (SDI, SD2) and for the
superconducting BENKEI. Tke system was successfully operated throughout the

experlment.

2.4 Tracking Chambers
2.4.1 General Features
    The trajectories of the secondary charged particles through the reaction were

measured by four sets ofstacked chambers Wr, W2, W3 and W4. Each set con•-
sisted of two multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC-x,-7) and two pairs of drift

chambers (xx' and nv'). The characteristics of the chambers are summarized in
table 2.
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       Table2 Chambercharacteristics

7

           Numberand SensitiveareaChamber set •           typemset (cm)
 Anode wire
spacing (mm) Readout

   g'Ji 2MWPC
2MWPC
ZM.W.Pc

ZM.W.pc

3M.W.PC

3M.W.PC

lMWPC

  12.8Å~12.8
   6.4Å~6.4

} 48Å~32

} l28Å~76

} 128Å~76

} 215Å~150

   215Å~150

     2
     1
     2
    IO
     2
    21
     2
    21
     3
    50
     3
(5 mm spacing
of U, V strips)

2-dim, (one ofX and Y)

2-dim, (one of Y)

2-dim, (one of Y)

2-dim, (oRe of X)

Both anode (Y> and
cathode (U, V) readout

    The stacked chamber system has several advantages; The chambers were
closely assembled to each other. The chambers were aligned easily with high ac-
curacy. The chamber materials were reduced to suppress the reactions and multiple

scattering of the secoltdary particles. From a view point of analysis, the direction

of the charged particle track was derived in each chamber set and the eMcient track

finding was performed.

    The proportional chambers were used for efftcient triggering and track finding.

The wire configuration of drift chambers in xx' and ew' pair was staggered each
other by a half cell slze. This wire configuration, combined with the information

of the proportional chmabers was usefu1 to resolve the left-right ambiguity with

ease. Five drift chambers (one of the x-drift chambers of Wl and W4, and one
of the7-drift chamber$ of Wl, W2, and W3) were equipped with two-dimensional
readout system of the charge divis2on. The stereo-ambiguity in multi-charged events

were eliminated by making ase of the information of these chambers.

2.4.2 Strueture
    The epoxyglass frames and mylar wlndows were used for W!, W2 and W3.
W2 and W3 had the same structure. Fig. 3 shows the structure and the wire con-
figvuration ofW2, respectively. The stacked system enabled us to reduce the chamber

material as mentioned. For Wl, W2 and W3 the amount of material per plane
was only 20 mglcm2 (e.OOI radiation lengths). The wire spacings are also listed in

table 2. The small cell size of the drift chambers reduced the events with more than

one charged particle passing through the ene drift cell. The electric field of the

drift chambers was given by the cathode wires at increasing potentials. The anode

wires of Wl, W2 and W3 were gold-plated tungsten of 20#m in diameter. The
cathode wires were copper-beryl!ium w!res of 50 ptm in diameter.
    W4 was the largest chamber set in the system with .2.l5 Å~ l.5 m2 effective area.

It was made ofacryllc foam boards with epoxygiass frames. The anode wires were

3eptm in diameter of gold-plated tungsten. The cathode plane of MWPC's were
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aluminum sheets of IOO ptm thick glued on the acrylic foam boards. The field shap-

ing cathodes of drlft charabers were given by kapton sheets with copper strips of 1

mm wide and 5 mm spacing, which were also glued on the acrylic foam boards.
The chamber material of W4 Was 420 mglcm2 (O.O12 radiation lengths) per plane.

2.4.3 Gas lNimture
    Fig. IO shows a gas supp!y system of the chambers. [[he gas in the MWPC's
was the magic gas, that is, a mixture of argon, isobutane and freon. Methyral was

also mixed in order to suppress carbonization ofisobutane (reÅí 20). Typical mixing

ratios were 720/o of argon, 25.40/o of isobutane, 2.30/6 of methyral and O.330/, of

freon. The ratio offreon was determined by the mean free paÅíh for electron capture,

Z, which is given by an equation (reÅí 21),

          a=: 1/l.5p mm, (IO)
whereP is the percentage offreon. The value ofP was set so thatR was comparable
to the wlre spacing. For MWPC's in W4 the content of freon was e.20/. because
of laregr wire spacing than the other MWPC's. Liquid methyral was kept in a
bottle at constant temperature ofOOC, so that the content ofmethyral was controlled

by the saturated vapor pressure and a fiow rate of the argon gas bubbling through the

bottle.

    The rate of avalanches per single anode wire was higher in the drift chamber

than that in the proportional chamber. The decrease in the pulse he!ght by space

charge and the carbonization around the anode wires were severer for reliable opera-

tion of drift chambers than for proportional chambers. The quenching gas with
smaller molecular weight was preferable for drift chambers, A mixture of 600/. of
argon, 40 0/o of ethane was used for all drift chambers.

    Operational tests showed that the drift velocity reached a constant value of
5eptm/nsec at the electr!c field of 1.2 kVlcm and the velocity dld not depend on

the mixing ratio when the content of ethane was more than 300/o.
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    'lhe spat!al resolutions were measured at three different positlons in a drift cell

and with different gas mixtures and found to be 240 psm to 590 pam (FWHM) depend-

ing on the positions. No clear dependence on the mixing ratio was seen at all posi-
tions.

    From these test experiments, the gas m!xture for drift chambers was fixed to
600/o for argon and 400/. for ethane. In the present experiment l.20/o of methyral

was mixed to the drift chamber gas to extend the plateu of the high voltage curve

and to further stabilize the operation. The drift velocity and eMciency were not
changed under the additional gas mixture of methyral.

2.4.4 Chambers in Magnet (W2, W3)
    W2 and W3 were placed in tke analyziltg magnet, In order to achieve good
linear!ty and eMciency, a special care was taken to the x- and x'-drift chambers, be--

cause the wires were stretched in parallel to the main component of the magnetlc
field (refs. 22 and 23).

    The electric field was tilted so that it canceled out the effect of the magnetic

field (ref. 24). Fig. 4 shows the caiculated equipotential contours ef the x-drift

chamber in W3. Figs.5 and 6 show the measured time spectrurn and spacetime
relationship for the x-drift chamber in W3. The magnetic field was 8.4 kiiogauss.
The linearity was good over the full drift region, though the drift velocity was about

209/o smaller than that ofy-drift chamber. The measured eMclency was greater

than 980/o. No decrease in Iocal eMciency was seen. However, in fig.5asmall
bump of time spectrum is seen between 60 and 70 counts, wkich wsa not seen in the
time spectrum of2-drift charribers.

    The space-time relationship and efficiency were examined by simulation and
the results showed that some of the electrons generated just beyond the field wire

do not obtain the normal drift velocity due to the weak electric field and make a

bump in the time spectrum. However, due to the tilted electric field, major part
of electrons around the field wire drift into the adjacent cell and moved to the anode

                li/j-tr,XVIii/,@•x•s,li,e7rc,,.,

                 Fig. 4 Equipotentia} contours caiculated for X-drift
                       chamber in W3. '
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wire with normal drift velocity, Consequently, the drift time was measured correct-

iy by one of the adjacent anode w!res. The simulation alse showed that if the elec-

tric field was not tilted the efHciency drop was greater than 150/.. ']rhe estimated

ineMciency under the tilted electric field was only 2.3O/o, which was quke consistent

with the measurement. The spatial resolution was measured to be 500 ptm (FWHM)
in the same magnetic field. The characteristics ofydrift chambers were not in-
fiuenced with the magnetic field.

2.4.5 Twe-Dimen$ional Readout Method
    IB order to eliminate the stereo-ambiguity caused by the avents with more than

one charged track, five drift chambers listed in the table 2 were equipped with the two-

dlmensional readout system of charge division type. The signals were taken out from

both ends of the wires. We call these chambers "two-dimensiona!" drift ehambers to

discriminate them from the "one-dimensional" drift chambers measuring the drift

time only.
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    Nichrome wires of 22 Iim iR diameter were used for these charnbers. The wire

resistance is 80e ohmslm. The Iongitudinal positioR ofan avalaRche was determined

by the ratio of the charge quaBtities. .
    During the experiment the resolution was found to be l.5O/. to 4O/o ofwlre lengths

depending on the chambers. Fig. 7 shows the difference between x-positions of the

charged particles rneasured by the pt-drift chamber in W2 and those determ!ned by

reconstruction procedure. The lower spatial resolution was partially caused by the

attenuation of the signal transmitting the long anode wires compared with the test

chamber, and partially caused by the lower SIN ratio than iR the test experiment.

But it was good enough to resolve the stereo-ambigulty !n the reconstruction pro--

cedure.

2.4.6 Read-out Method and Electronics for Chamhers

  a) Signal Readeut
    In Wl and W4 preamplifiers were mounted on the chamber frames. The am-
plificatiolt factor was set higher for drift chambers than for MWPC's to reduce the

time slewing. Low input impedance preamplifiers (50 ohms) were used for two-

dimensienal drift chambers.

    In order to provide a wide geometrical acceptance, the effective area of W2

and W3 should be as large as possible in the limitted space of the magnet. There-

fore, the chamber signals were sent out by 5 m-long flat calbes to the preamplifier

stations outside of the magnet. Zke cable consists of20 palrs ofslgnal and ground

lines and the characteristic impedance is 50 ohms. The level of the induced sigRal

of this cable was found to be -24 dB per meter, and this resulted that the amount

of cross-talk signals of a typical chamber set was less thalt 1O/. of that of the real

signals.

    Due to the large capacitance (300 pF) of the long rnicrostrip l2ne, chamber

signals would be distorted. It was especially severe for the drift chamber, because

it worsens the time resolution. To suppress the effect and reduce the time slewing,

the input impedances of preampllfiers of W2 and W3 were chosen to match with the

characteristic impedance of the microstrip line.

    Output signals from preamplifiers were sent to the counting room through l6-

pair twisted cables of 30m long for all proportional chambers and "one-dimen-
sional" drift chambers. Coaxial cables (50 ohms iu characteristic impedence) of
90 m long were used for "two-dlmensional" drift chambers.

  b) Memory Modndes for M"W]E'C
    The signals from MWPC's were sent to the memory medules buiit in a CAMAC
standard module with doubie widths. The module accepts 64 signals in parallel
through two connectors of S2-plet input. A strobe signal from NIM logics opened
the input gate. The width of the strobe signal was clipped to 80 nsec by a fixed delay

line, so as to reject the background slgnals. The module also had two 64-plet out-

put connectors. The chamber slgnals thus shaped were transmltted to the other
modules such as trigger logic modules !n the fast selective trigger system (sec. 2-8).
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  c) Readout Modulaes of Drift Ckambers
    Two kinds of readout electronlcs modules were used for drift chambers. They
were drift time digitlzers (DTD's), and time and amplitude digitizers (TAD's).

    DTD's used to measure drk time for "one-dimensional" drift ckambers were
buiit iR a CAMAC single width moduie and have l6 channels per module. The
chamber slgnals were internally delayed by 30e nsec and formed the stop signals

for DTD. The DTD module started to count the cleck signals immediateiy after
the start signal generated by the strobe signal. The clock signals generated by a

single ciock generator were sent to all DTD's through clock fanout modules. The
clock slgnals having the time duration of 600 nsec were triggered by the start signai.

    The spatial resolution of three identical drift chambers was measured as a func-

tion of the frequencies of the clock signal. Fig. 8 shows the results. {rhe spatial

resolution was almost constant above 100 MHz. At the frequency of 100 MHz the
spatial resoiution reached 500 ptm (FWHM), which was comparable to the resolution

measured with a TDC of time expansion type (LeCroy 2228A). The frequency was
fixed to 150 MKz in our experiment.
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         Fig. 8 Spatial resolution of drift chamber as a function of clock frequency.

    TAD's used to measure the pulse height of the signal as well as the drift time

for the "two-dimensional" dr!ft chambers were built in a CAMAC sing}e width
having. 8 channe}s per module. Each channel accepts four left-right palrs ofsignals

from the drift chambers. When a ready signal was accepted from NIM logics,
TAI) became ready for a constant time duration. The chamber s!gnal was used as
a start signal for TAD. If one of the input pair signals exceeded the threshold level,

the module became operational during the time period from the start to the end
of ready mode, and constant current fiow'ed into a capacitor. !n acldition to this,

the charges of input pair signals were accumulated in another pair of capacitors.

The amount of the charge !n the capacitors were digitized with a i2-bit ADC through

analogue-•multiplexers.

2.5 Gamma Ray Detectors
    The pictorial view ofthe gamma detectomsystem is shown in fig. 9. The system
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                         Fig.9 Gammadetectorsystem.

is composed of }ead glass converters (active converters) and a mult!-wire propor-

tional chamber W5 followed by total absorption lead glass Cerenkov coultters (main

radiator) ,

    The main radiator consisted of 238 lead glass blocks and the upstream face was

at 397 cm downstrearn of the hydrogen target and at 7 cm dewnstream of W5. In
the va+va-op mode, the maximum momentum of op exceeded 6.5 GeVlc and the
energy of gamma ray reached 5.5 GeV. The lead glass blocks must be thick enough
to absorb such high energy gamma rays. In addition, the granularity of tlte blocks

must be fine enough to detect separately two gamma rays from neutral pions.
    The central part of the main radiator was a IOÅ~ 14 array of large blocks. The
type of the lead glass was SF-5, whose characterist!cs are presented in table 3. r]rhe

dimension of a block was l5Å~15 cm2 on the face and 30 cm lor}g (ll.8 radiation

lengths). A 5"-diameter phototube (HAMAMATSU R1250) was direct}y glued on
its downstream face.

    The central part was surrounded by 98 blocks of Iead glass made of SF-6 to
increase the acceptance for the gamma ray. Each block was 7.5Å~7.5 cm2 in face

and 23.5cm long (l3.l radiation length). The performance of these blocks are
described in refs. 25 aRd 26. We estimated the effective acceptance of the main
radiator includlRg the central and surrounding parts. The effective acceptance is

                    Table 3. 'I'echnical data ofdlea glass (SF-5)

Refractive index

RadiatioR length

Density

Transmission at
 4eO nm wave }ength

1.6737

2.54 cm

4.075 g/cm3

O.99ilcm
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defined as the detection area where 90% of the energy is absorbed. The effective

acceptance of the maln radiator was estimated with "F.GS III" code (reÅí 27) and

foune to be almost equal to the geometrical acceptance of the central part of the
IO Å~ l4 array.

    The s!gnal from each block was divided into two signals. One of them was
digitized by ADC aRd written onto magnetic tapes. The other signals were sent to
the fast Iogics for event trigger (sec. 2-7).

    To achieve the simultaneous optimizatlon of both energy and position resolutions

of gamma ray showers, 2Å~ !4 array lead glass Cerenkov counters were placed in
front of W5 and used as active coitverters (reÅí 28).

    Each e!ement of the active converter of the present experiment was 6 cm thick

(2.36 radiation lengths), 15cm wide and 75 cm long. Each element was viewed
from one side by two 2"-diameser phototubes through acryl!c light guides. The
outputs of the two phototubes were linearly added and digitized by ADC's.
    W5 was used to measure the positlon of each gamma ray by detecting the elec-

tron showers generated in the active converter. It was placed 390 cm downstream

of the hydrogen target and installed immediately downstream of the active conver-

ters. The distance between the downstream face of the active converter and the

anode plane ofthe chamber was 1.8 cm. This chamber had tke active area of2.2Å~
1.5 m2 and was made oÅí acry!ic foam boards and epoxyglass frames. The gap be-

tweeR the anode and cathode planes was 8 mm. The anode wires were gold-plated

tungsten wires of 30psm in diameter and were stretched in 3 mm spacing. They

were stretched !n the horlzontal direction. The cathode plane was made ofkapton

sheets on wh!ch the copper strips of 3.5mm in wldth were printed wlth I.5mm
spaciRg, The direction of the str!ps was inc}ined by l 6e degrees with respect to

the anode wires to give u- and v-coordlnates. The x- and s-coordinates of each

shower were derived from the induced signals of cathode electrodes as well as those

of anode wires. The chamber with a single layer of this type allowed us to obtain

the two-dimensional position infermation at the same z-position (at a position of

anode plane) without stereo-ambiguity. The position resolutions were basically

equal between x- and y-coordinates. The stereo-ambiguity i.n multi-shower events

was resolved with the three position informations of u-, v- andy-coordinates,

    All the phototubes were tightly shielded against the stray field of the analysing

magnet. A llght pulse from a nitrogen Iaser system was transmitted to each block
through a bultdle of thin optical fibers for the monitoring. One of the fibers was

connected to the reference phototube which was kept at constant temperature. In
order to compensate the drift of the light outputs of the nitrogen laser system, pulse

heights of all phototubes were normal!zed by those of the reference phototube.
    In addition to the laser system, a small button of Nal scintillator with an Am24i

alpha source (reÅí 29) was glued onto the corner of the dowRstream face of each lead

glass block. A light output from Nal was recorded at the beginning and the end of

every other week runnlng cycle. The data were used to check the gain drifts over
a long period of time.
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2.6 Anticounter System
    In order to suppress many unwanted events and to increase the signal to back-
ground ratio, several anticounters were insta!led, and are listed in table 4 with other

  .trigger counters.

    To reject non-interacting beam part!cles, a pair of beam anticounters BVI
and BV2 were placed at 3.8m downstream from the target. Each of counters
was viewed by two phototubes from top or bottom. The coincidence signals
(BVI•BV2) were used to elirninate the Cerenkov signals from the acrylic light guides

of these counters.

    Three anticounters Al, A2, and A3 were instal}ed insiee of the analysing magnet

as shown in fig. I. All of them were constructed with a combination oflead sheets

and piastic scintiilators so as to be sensitive to both charged particles and gamma rays.

They roughly defined the geometrical acceptance of the spectromeeer system. A
set of pictvtre frame anticounter Al was used to reject. the particles emerging out-

s!de of the acceptance of the spectrometer. This counter had two symmetrical sets

of element and was mounted just behind the couRter hodoscope Hl. Each element
had four layers of 6mm thick prastic scintillator interspersed with three layers of

                       Table 4. List of scintillation counters

Counter Size
(cm)

         Position from,L.,"• .Y,?•fi.,Og, targ?Eg/gnter  Layers of Iead
(thick. per layer)

Purpose and features

Sl

Sl'

S2

S2'

HU
ND
SHL/R

TAO
TA1
TA2
TA3
ffo

Hl

    s     Blli

l5Å~l5Å~O.2

 8Å~ 8xO.2
 4Å~ 3Å~1

 5Å~ GxO.1

15Å~15Å~O.6

15Å~15Å~O.6

10Å~10Å~O.2

   O.6t
   O.6 t

   O.6 t

   O.6 t

24Å~15Å~O.2

7Å~15Å~O.2

15Å~140Å~1

   e.6 t

   O.6 t

   O,6 t

leÅ~l2Å~O.6

IOx12xO.6

l

l

-341
-l42
-111
-109

-112
-104

 -96

around the
target

l6

72

373

l inside the
 magnet

     gs8g

1 (O.2)

1 (e.2)

5 (O.4)

5 (O.4)

6 (O.4)

3 (O.4)

3 (O.4)

l (O.2)

) detect beam

 defiRe start timae for trigger

 reject N-garnma reaction
   2n S2
 reject reactionsin in S2 or] g`ih,ff4C2:il}ltetf.IF.aterials,

 define beam size with
   2.4ip cm hole

reject charged particles
  and/or gamma rays at
  wide angles from target

signals forward going
  charged particles from
  target

charged particle hodoscope
  with 8 Å~ 2 array of
  elements

charged particle hodoscope
 with l6 elements

reject particles outside of
 fiducial

 .reject non-lnteractmg
 beam particles
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4 mm thick lead and was covered by stainless steel sheet of 4 mm thick.

    Irwo sets ofanticounters A2 and A3 served to reject charged partic}es not passing

through the magnet and gamma rays outside the acceptance. A2 defined the vertical

acceptance (Å}l1 degrees). It had four Iayers of6mm thick ofscintillator and three

layers of G mm thick lead sheets. A3 consisted of two 6 mm thick scintillators and

2 mm thick lead sheets between them. This counter was used to reject low momentum
charged particles (less than 350 MeV/c) and gamma rays with'Iarge horizontal angles

(beyond Å}l4 degrees). The light outputs of scintillators in A2 and A3 were trans-

mitted separate}y through wavelength shifter bars.

    'rhe hydrogen target was surrounded by target anticounters TAO, TAI, TA2
and 'rA3 as shown in fig. 1. 'Iihey were used to reject large angle chayged particles

and gamma rays. However, they were insensitive to recoi! neutrons.

    TAO was the innermost Iayer and consisted of 12 scintillation counters. As
shown !n fig. 10, the width of the counter was chosen so that any of the elements

substanded the same solld angle.

l---PHO .. ANO

-+ pm-   TV E{TAI}
'.

i'

mnvma"H2TARGET
APPEND]Å~

/30"XJ
..- /30ffTAip-moam===ny

'

TAa,TA2..

' ! : :
H. :• } l- l XN

Scint

H-TUUE(TA2

OR

Brass (8rnmt)

Lead (4mFnt>

(6mmt}

VETO
SIGNAL

Scintillator

Fig. IO Targetanticounters (TAO, TAI, TA2).

    TAI and TA2 were sandwitch counters having six layers ofscintillatlors and five

layers of 4mm thick lead sheets. These counters were located outside of TAO.
TA3 was a sandwitch counter having twelve alternating layers of scintiliators and 4

mm thick lead sheets. Each ofTAI and TA3 was v!ewed by 4 phototubes. They
were used to reject the background events when any one of phototubes gave a slgnal.

    Each of IrA2 was viewed by a pair of phototubes. Each phototube received
the lights from inner or outer three layers of scintillators. This counter produced

the veto signa} if there was at least one pair of signal. lrhis method was effective

to suppress overvetoing recoil neutrons.
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2.7 Counters and Trigger Logic
    The tr!gger scintillatlon counters were listed in table 4. These counter signals

were cornbined to give several kinds of trigger slgnals as shown !n table 5. The
trigger system enabled us to record not only tke requlred events of two charged
partic}es and two gamma rays ((2C2G" events) simultaneously but also multi-gamma

events without charged particles ("N-g'amma" events) and other kiRds of events for

detector calibrat!on and correction.

    The incident beam signal was defined by a set of the scintillatlon counters Sl,

Sl', S2, S2' and hole anticounters KU, HD, SHL and SHR. The positions of these

counters are shown in fig. 1. Sl and SI' were wide enough to cover the active
area ofbeam chambers and to monitor the beam halo. S2 was I cm thick and was
used to define the start time of trigger logic.

    S2', KU and HD were mounted in order to suppress the backgrouRd reactions
in the materiais other than the liquld hydrogen target. A thin counter S2' was
placed immediately downstream of S2. It was used to reject reactions with no
charged particles in S2. Two Åëcm hole anticounters HU and H9 having a 2 mm
thick lead sheet were placed before and behind S2 and S2'. They were used to
reject charged particles and gamma rays from S2 and other counter materials. The

signal from S2 was fed into a discriminator having two kinds of threshold levels.
Anticoincidence of the signal above the higher level suppressed the background
trigger due to the reactions of multi-charge production iR S2. For a "2C2G" event

a reaction polnt was determined with a suMcient spatiai resolution from the charged

                        Table 5. List of trigger mode

Mode HO & count          Hl  down* H2 Gamrna Veto

Typical
 evept
 ratlo
 (o/o)

2C2G"if1

2C2Gif-2

2C-rt1

2C"f2

2CA.3

RAMOFF
EIastic

N- GAMMA-ti 1

N-GAMMA?2
KOs

CICOaf-1

CICO-er2

CICOit-2

CICO-tf3

CICO".3
CICOP.3

CICOk4
CICOd-1

CINO-.2

clNoel

Hl>1 4>H2>1
Hl>1 H2>l
Hl>1 4>H2>l
Hl>l H2>1
Hl>l H2>l
Hl>1 4>H2>1
Hl =:l H2 =i

Hl>l ff2>l

  NG>1
  NG>1
    /
    /
    /
    /
    /
EG>3 (GeV)
EG>3 (GeV)
    /

(TG-i-TC)

   /
(TG+TC)
   /
   rc
(TG+TC>
TC=:l
(TGÅÄTC+H1+H2)
Kl+H2
   /

* Definition

   CICO = BEAM*ANTI*HO
   CINO == BEMAM*ANTI*KO

 BEAM== Sl*2l*S1 t*. S2*S2 '*(SHLÅÄSHR+HU"ND -}- S2 HIGH)

 ANTI==BVI*BV2+(Al--A2+AS)
 -tf1, 2, 3, 4==order of count down

TG = TAl +TA2 -l- TA3
TC==TAO NG--number of possible gainrna rays
EG==total puise height of iead giass counters
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particle tracks. The counter system mentloned above reduced the rat!o of the "N-

gamma" triggers for empty-target over full-target runs Åío O.1.

    The charged partlcles from the target were defined by three scintillatiolt coun-

ters HO, Hl and H2. HO was placed 16cm dewnstream of the target center and
defined the outgoing charged part2cles from the target. It aiso seiected "N-gamma"

events and "KOs" eevnts. Hl was a 8Å~2 array of hodoscope, which was placed in

front of the ana}yzing magnet. The presence of at least two signa}s from Hl was
requlred in the "2C2G" trigger mode. H2 was a hodoscope consistlng of sixteen
counter e}ements. Taking !nto account the knock-on electrons from upstream ma-
ter2als, dottble or trtple signals were required. Each element was l4JO cm long, 15

cm wide, and l cm thick. Two phototubes were placed on each side (up and down)
of the scintillator. In order to compensate the time slewing due to the amplitude

difference, the discriminator of constant-fraction-type was used for each channel.

The tirne differences between the master trigger (defined by S2 counter) and
upldown signals were also recorded. Tke tlme difference betweelt up and down
gave the vertical posit!on along each hit element. It was usefu} to eliminate the
slgnals stereo-amblguity of multi-track events with high eeeciency.

    The t'ime information was also used for the particle identification. A typlcal

momentum versus mass squared plot of the "2C2G" events is shown in fig. 11. In
addition to a iarge number of pion signals, proton and kaon signals are also seen.

Tke events with protons and kaons which were identified apparently were rejected
to clarify the rr' P-->n-t-n-rrn reactions.
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    "r'he main radiator signals fed to the trigger logics were linearly summed and

grouped to twenty e!ght blocks according to the geometrical setup of the active

converter elemeRts. The discrimination level was set at 300 MeV. The logic slg-
nals passing the discriminators were sent to the multiplicity loglc module. More-

than-one such signals were reuqired for "2C2G" event trigger. On the other hand,

all the signals of the main radiator were summed up for "N-gamma" trigger. The
summed slgnals were then used to select the event of which the energy deposit of all

gamma rays were more than 3 GeV.
    A simp}ified diagram ofthe fast trigger loglcs is shown in fig. 12. The condltions

fer the "2C2G" trigger are summarized as fol]ows;

)a

)b

)c

)d

)e

A beam particle entered the hyerogen target,

 S1 • Sl ' • S2 • S2 ' • anti's (SlilL+SHR+HU +HD -l-S2 high) .

An interaction was occured,

 anti (BVl •BV2).

There were no signals in the anticounters,

 anti (TAO+TA1 +TA2+TA3 -l-A1 +A2 +A3).

At least two gamma signals above 30e MeV were observed,

 N(lead g}ass groups of maiR radiator having Iarge signals)>l.

Two or three charged particles passed through the spectrometer,

 HO•(H!>1)•(4>K2>l)•(4>P3Y>1).
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    The logics of "4>P3Y>1" in the last condition NNras provided by the fast selec-

tive trigger (FST) system which wil} be described in sec. 2-8. 'IXhe conditions for

"N-gamma" events are shown as foliows;

    f) The conditions of (a), (b), (c) as described as above,

    g) No signals from HO, Hl and H2,
    h) Sum of the s!gnals from whole lead glass counters exceeded the threshoid

        level of3 GeV.

2.8 Fast Selective Trigger System

    The fast select2ve trigger system (FST) was used to suppress background triggers.

Fig. I3 shows the basic diagarm of FST. Signals of an MWPC (trigger chambey)
were fed lnto a set oftrigger logic modules which were cailed "RAM" modules. Each

"RAM" module formed a 64Å~64 programmable AND Iogics.
    The pattem of the AND }ogics were preset by the on-Iine computer. The pulse

height of the output signa} of the "RAM" medule was preportional to the number
of coincidence in the preset pattern. The "FST-yes" signal triggered the take-in

action of the memory buffer modules descr!bed in sec. 2-9. The "FST-no" signal
served to clear all the latcked data in CAMAC modules. It made the strobed
fanout (SFO) module ready and unlockee the inhibited status of CAMAC scalers.
The whole decision time for the FS lr was 800 nsec.

    In the pyesent experiment the FST system was used as the multiplicity logic

of the y-proportlonal chamber in W3. Six "RAM" modules were requlred for 380
anode wires of the chamber. The coincidence pattern of each "RAM" medule ls
a}so shown in fig. 13. Due to the granu}ar!ty of coincidence (every 16 wires) the

trigger chamber worked as a horlzontal hodoscope counter with the width of 3.2
( ==O.2Å~16) cm, The discrimination level w'as set to select events in which mu}ti-

plicity of the chamber was two er three. The memory pattern of RAM modules was
checked at the beginning and the end of every ruRning cycle. The trigger rate was

     E\RE"GÅéER[lii]IEIIIiillllliil,,.cLEAR[iillStst "SO[lii]I!lil,]1;L
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Fig. 13 Basic diagram ofFST.
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reduced by a factor of 2.5 wlth the FST system.

    The efl}ciency and multipliclty ofthe trigger chamber were monitored throughout

the experiment to avoid aBy biases from the FS [" system. In order to check the FST

system, a small sampling data were taken in parallei without being trlggered by
FST and were written onto magRetic tapes with FST yes-no tag. "]rhe same event
selection was performed in off-Iine analysis and the selected events were compared

with the events of FST-yes tag. There was Ro difference between the two seiected

event groups, and the RAM modules were verified to work accurately.

2.9 Data Acquisition System

    The data acquisition and storage were performed on a PDPII/34 computer
through CAMAC modules. Each event consisted of hit pattern of MWPC's, timing
and amplitude of drift chambers, pulse heights of lead glass counters and other coun-

ters. More than 40 events per spill were recorded with a fast and eMcient data-
taking system (reÅí 30). 'I'he typical data acquisitlon time per one event w'as 200

ptsec inciuding the conversion time of TDC and ADC. 'rhe data taking rate was
finally limited by the buffer memory capacity (32k words) of the on-line computer.

    The experimental system was monitored durlng the data taking. The hit points
of the wire chambers and counters plotted on a picture of the experimental setup
were dispiayed on the direct visual on-line monitor. The hit pattem of the wire
chambers and counters, and the channel distribution of drlft time and pulse height

data were also histogrammed at any time. The apparatus was constantly checked
by presenting the moRitor display on CRT or hard-copy device. The on-Iine system

was connected to the KEK celttral computer M200H via KEKNET system (reÅí
31). The sampled data were sent and analyzed in a M200K computer. The re-
sults such as an effective mass spectrum of rr were sent back to the CRT terminal.

    The high voltage power supplies for lead glass and scintillation counters as well

as FST patterns were controlled and monitored by the on-line computer.

    In every runRing cycle, the detection system was checked by measuring the
rc-" Lp tota! cross section. [his was done by taking off the signals of all the anticoun-

ters except beam anticounters from the trigger logics. The event rate was measured

with and without the liquid hydrogen in the target appendix. The typical "full-•

empty" ratio was l.51, The measured cross sectiolt was about 26 miliibarns which

is in good agreement with published data.

3. Data Analy$is

3.1 Reconstruction Software
    T'he data recorded onto magnetic tapes in 1600 BPI densiÅíy were analyzed off-

line witk a HITAC-M200H computer. In the first stage of analysis the data were
sorted according to the eveRt number and written to Rew tapes in 6250 BPI density.

    ']rhe analysis software was made up of three stages; (i) the track fiRd!ng for

charged particles, (ii) the reconstructlon for gamma rays, and (iii) the kinematical

analysis. The analysis procedures for charged particles and gamma rays were
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described in the foilowing sections. The description of the kinematical analysis wil!

be made in sec. zl-1.

3.1.1 Methed ef Momentum Reconstruction for Charged Particles
    Fig. I4 shows the fiow chart of track finding procedure for charged particles.

The momentum, direction and position of the 2ncident payticles were determined
from the information of tke beam hodoscope couBter BH, and the beam proportional

ckambers.
    At first rough scanning of chamber multiplicity was performed with eMcient
tracklng. The number of hit wlres on tracking chambers from WI to W4 were
searched. At least nine chambers among 24 chambers were required to have two
to four hlt wires.

    The tracl< findlng process was done independent}y iR x andy projections. 'I'he
first step was done for the yprojection. In order to carry out the efficient analysis for

mu}ti-track events, the hit points of the]-views were sorted into a number of straight

sectlons. The straight sections were formed by connectin.cr the the hit points of the

rv-proportional chamber in W3 with the target voiume. Thls proportional chamber
was used as the tvigger chamber for FST system described in sec. 2-8. These sections

were required to contain the hit points on at Ieast seven chambers includiRg inore

than one proportional hcamber. The events with txvo such straight sections were
selected. The final set of hit points in the section were selected by straight line

fitting. The 2- and z-coordinates of the intersection of the two fitting lines were

temporarily regarded as those of the reaction point. The x-coordinate ef the reac-

tion point was obtained by extrapolating the incident beam trajectory. The reaction

point was required to be roughly within the target region.

    The next step was the point selection of the x-chambers. Outside of the analys-

ing magnet the magnetic field was so weak that the hit points oÅí x-chambers in W2

were connected by straight lines with reaction point which was obtained in the .pt-

projection. Searches for good track candldates were rnade in such a way that at
least five eut of nine layers of x-chambers in WI to W3 had hit points around the
straight iines,

    The fitting iine was used to select the hit points of x-chambers in W2, W3 and

W4. The above straight 1!ne was extrapolated to the magnet center. From this
centra} point, another straight line was drawn to each hlt point of W4. The angle

between the two straight lines gave the approximate bending angie of the possible

trajectory. The magnetic fieid was approximated to be uniform. The x-positions

at W2 and W3 were estimated by a simple calculation of a circuiar trajectory. The

trajectory was selected if the deviation of the hit points of W2, W'3 and W4 from

the circular curve was within the anode wire spac!ng of the drift chamber in each

chamber set. The information of Hl and H2 as well as that of "two-dimensional"

drift chambers was ttsed not only to confirm the track but to resolve the stereo-am-

biguity by combining the x- and"-v!ews.

    The left-right ambiguity for drift chambers was resolved at each chamber set

by using the direction of the approximated trajectory. The fiRal set of x- and 2-
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coordinates of the hit points for each track candldate was fit by the spline method

(reÅí 32) and the momentum vector of the charged particle was determined.

    The distance between the two tracks was calculated by straight iine extrapola-

tion of the tracks to the target region. The reaction point was derived by taking

the medium point at the minimum distance between the two tracks. The distance
was required to be less than 6 mm aRd the reaction point was required to be within

the target appendix regien. The opposlte signs for the two charged particles were

required.

    The position of tracklng chambers were carefuIIy adjusted so that the deviation

of the actual hit points from the fitted track became minimum. The drift veiocity
and sense wire position in the TDC count for dr!ft chambers were obtained for each

wire by fittlng the space-time re}ationship. [l"hese parameters were measured for

each running cycle. The efficiency of the chamber was also calculated by off-line

analysis and was used to estimate the eMciency of rhe charged particle tracking with

a Monte Cario simulation.
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   tionfor gamma rays.

3.1.2 Energy and Position ReÅëenstruction of Gamma Rays
    After reconstructing the charged particie tracks, the selected eveRts had two
charged particles and a number of possible gamma ray candidates. The fiow chart
of the reconstructioR procedure fbr gamma rays is shown iR fig. 15.

    Tke pulse heights of the lead glass counters from !76 blocks of main radiator

array and 28 biocks of act!ve converter array were converted !nto eRergy values by

subtracting the pedestai vaiues of ADC's and multiplying the energy scale factors.

The method to obtain the energy scale factors wlll be described in sec. 3-2.

    The position ef gamma ray shower was derived by searching "clusters" of
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signaled wires and cathode strips of W5. A cluster was defined by a group of
sigRaled wires (s) or strips (ec, v), in wh!ch the adjacent signaled ones were Iocated

w!thin 15 and l2 times of the spacing of wires and strips, respectively.

    The x- and ycoordinates were calculated from the intersection of three groups

of wires and strips. If the pulse height of the lead glass bleck of the main radiator

just behind the intersection was Iarge enough, this intersectlen was regarded as the

position of a gamma ray candidaÅíe. The energy was derived by summing up the
deposit energy in the lead glass block, surrounding blocks and the corresponding

actlve converter.

    The positions of the charged particles at W5 were derived by extraporating the

charged particle tracks to W5. if the pos2tions of the charged particles at W5 cein-

clded with the position of the gamma ray within l5 cm, the gamma ray candidates
were removed. The events with two gamraa ray positlons apart from that of the
charged particies were regarded as the required "2C2G" events.

    The reaction point derlved from the charged particle reconstruction was used
to determine the momentum vector of the gamma rays. Fig. 16 shows the summed
momentum spectrum of two charged particles before and after the gamma ray re-
construction. In fig. 16 a large peak around 8 GeVlc corresponds to the reaction

rr- p-->z+x-n. In fig. 16 most ef the the va+x"" eveBts were e}iminated by the
removal of the gamma candidates near the charged tracks and by the requirement
of NG==2. A small peak of remaining background (about 2.80/,) around 8 GeVlc
were eliminated by the further cut for rr effective mass.
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3.2 Mea$urement Aecuracy
    The deviation of the actuai hit point of each chamber from the reconstructed
track coordinate was used to estimate the spatial resolution. Fig. I7 shows distribu-

tion of the deviation for typical MWPC and typical drift chamber. The average
spatial resolution ofMWPG's was 2.0 mm (FWHM) reflecting the anode wire spacing.
The average spatial resolution of drift chambers was 800 ptm (FWHM) reflecting the

muitiple scattering of the charged particies in chamber raaterials, the tlme resolution

of TbC and the chamber alignment error. These were the same in x- and]-coordi-

nates.

    The charged particle momentum reso}ution was measured fer several beam
momenta and amounted to be better than l.30/, over the full momentum range of
the charged particles of "2C2ew' events. The result of the Monte Ca.rlo estimation

substituting the above chamber resolution agrees well with the mesaurement quite

weH. The momentum resolution SPte can be represented by the following equation,

         aPIP(O/e) =: V(o.ss)2+ (o.lsp)2, (11)
    Fig. 18 shows the effective mass of n+rr- system whose data was taken simulta-
neously in the regular run by the KOs trigger nnode (table 5). A sharp peak of Kes

shows the mass resolution of 1l MeV (FWHM).
    Fig. 19 shows the z-vertex dlstribution. The distribution between Å}10.5cm

  . IL:t/t.II.'r'+rr""'-'i•"T""'p-'?;[,IIrmi' ' 'i Ti"mm"-'r"1•;IMirli-• .l , ,,,l/i rrew'"Lfi 'r'ntrrwwmerr:'ww'=' : //1/l/

      /E.nv,-ww,im.J.,;iL..--..-.rrrw,]g l hL.,-.-.-,#A..,-"-,-uai

     -le --ro o rJ lo --ID -s o s !o                    i'ntu rl}rr!
  Fig. 17 Deviation ofhit points from fitte dtracks in typiacl (a) MWPC and (b) drift chamber.

    geOr-TH-'irrl ; : , , . rlM-ww'i-'T"V:TM--`T=/l 1,.T.'='-}-'iuaW',= r'T'Mlirmr r,Wl ` r, L i , •.j

E Ik- nv.hgi L.,,.--,, 1ne`m,-,-"),uai

     4oo aso #Jeo r}rJe Gee --L,o -le o iG k,5                  },tnss, }leV lfim
  Fig. I8 Effectlve mass ofn'n-' in Kes region. Fig. 19 Reconstructed z-vertex distribution.
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corresponds to the reactions in the hydrogen target. A sharp peak at 16 cm !s due

to reactions in HO counter of 2 mm thick. ' The z-vertex resolution was estimated

to be 1.5 cm (FWHM) from the peak width. Fig. 20 shows the distribution of the
minimum distance beeween the reconstructed two charged particle tracks. About
950/, of the recoRstructed events had the distance within 6 mm. The spatial resoiu-
tion of the reaction points for x- andy-coordinates was estimated to be 1.0 mm.

    The spatial resolution of a gamma ray was measured by the electron beam.
The deviation of the shower center from the extraporated electron position in W5

was typically 20 mm (F"waM) for 4 GeVlc electrons and had a little dependence
on the momenta from 2 to 4 GeV/c.
    The energy scale factors of the lead glass counters were remeasured during
the run as fol}ows. About 700/. of the main radiator blocks were able to be exposed

to the electron beam 2n position. The electron was identified with a gas Cerenkov

counter which was p}aced between the beam proportlonal chambers Bi and B2. The
rest of main radiator blocks wrere assumed to have the average energy sca}e of the

measured blocks. The energy scale factors were further refined with "N-gamma"
data by the optimization of the effective mass of two gamma rays from op's. The
effective mass Mvv was calculated for the events of which two r rays from op hit

i'th andy"th ma!n radiator blecks as follows,

          M7y2 == 4EiEi sin2 (eiY2), (12)
where Ei, Ei are energies of the gamma rays rneasured witk the i'th and j"th blocks

and eii is the angle between the two gamma ray directions. The rr effective
mass hisgoram was plotted for all two-gamma events in wkich i'th block had a
Iarge s!gnal. The centyoid of the peak ln the ny region was compared with the
mass of op and the energy scale factor of i'th block was corrected by the ratio
VM(op)1iU(centroid). The procedure was applied to all the blocks. IIrhe whole
procedure was iterated severa} times.

    The energy resolution of gamrna rays was estimated as fol}ows. The effective

mass M of two gamma rays from neutral pion is given by,

          M2 =rm 2E,E2 cose. (13)
The energy resolution is related to the rr mass resolution as,
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         SMfM == O.5V(6E,/E,)2+(6E,IE,)2+ (Se cot (e/2))2. (14)

If we neglect the third term of eq. (14) and select the events of "2C2G" in which

Ei ==E2, we obtain a simp}e expression,

         o"MIM -(I V-l!") (Ef6E). (l5)
The measured energy resolutoin obtained by using the eq. (l5) is expressed as
follows,

         6EIE(FWHM, O/,) ===6+13/VIZi. (16)
3.S Corrections due to Detection Efficiencies

    In order to obtain the cross sections, the acceptance of the experimental set-up

must be estlmated wlth a Monte Carlo simulat!on program. The acceptance was
caiculated as a function of the four-momentum transfer squared t', and angles e
and Åë of the three body (rr+rr-zO or rr+rr--op) decay plane normal vector in the

s-channel helic!ty frame. Here, t' is defined as four momentum transfer squared

subtracted by its minimum value t'==t-t.i..
    In the Mente Car!o simulation program the final states of two-charged and
two-gamma events were generated in the Lorentz-invariant phase space. The
kinematlcal variables of the final state praticles were transformed to the laboratory

system. The charged particle tracks in the magnetic field were simulated in the
Runge-Kutta method. Figs. 21(a), (b) and (c) show the comparison between the
Monte Carlo generated data and actual daÅía of "2C2G" events for op and op'. The

Monte Carlo results are in good agreement with actula data di$tributions. The
acceptance was estimated as the efflciency where the particles passed tkrough the

trigger counters and the definecl area of the tracking chambers. Kg. 22 shows the

acceptance as a function oft' for op and ep'. The area ofeach chamber was defined

narrower than the active area. The same cuts were app}ied to the actual data as

well as Monte Carlo simulated events. The acceptance correction was made on
the mesh which segmented the whloe 4rr region ofcos e and Åë in 20Å~20 bins. The
acceptance dependence on t' was calculated in e.l GeV2 step and the correction at

any t' was made by the interpolation. Figs. 23(a) and (b) show the acceptance-
corrected angular distributions of decay piane normal vector in the s-chanRel helicity

frame of op, op' and tu. Flat distributions for op and ny' are expected for O- particles

and the distribution for w reflects the decay of 1- particles. To check the stability

of acceptance-corrected yieid, tighter geometrical cuts (only half of the cnetral part)

were applied to both data and simulated events. The cross section increased 50/,,
O.80/, and 8e/o for op, to and rp', respectively.

    The inefliclencles due to the multipllcity requirements of Hl, }E{2, FST and lead

glass counters were estimated as a fuRction of t' with the Moltte Carlo simulation.

The typlcal iRefficiency was 360/,, 250/. and 260/. for op, a) and op', respectively.

The higker inefficiency for op car:Le frorrt the fact that the secoltdary particles from

ty was emitted so close that the multiplicity requirements were severe for ny due to
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the finite granular!ty of the trigger counters. Nevertheless our detection eMcienny

for n seems to be much higher than the previous high statistics experiment (reÅí

l4), which was able to be drawn a deduction from tke compar!son of rp and ny'
yields ratio. We detected op three times as much as op' while the experiment of
reÅí 14, whose acceptance might be comparable with us in if and T' region, only
detected 1.9 times op compared to rp'. The reason was the finer granular2ty of lead

glass counters compared to reÅí l4.

    The reconstruction efficiency for charged particles were estimated as follows.

From the Monte Carlo events the data for charged particles (the hit address of scin-

tillation counters, wire chambers, TDC counts and pulse helght of drift chambers)

were generated with the same format as the real data. The generated data were
ana}ysed and the number of events passing through the same analysis conditions
were examined. The efflciency decreases slowly with --t'. The main cause of loss

came from the events in which the hit points of the two tracks were too close to se-

parate !n x- oryprojections. The fact refiects the lower reconstruction efliciency
for n than that for op' or w.

    'Ilie effect of the chamber eMciency for the reconstruction failure was estimated

by masking a part ofthe generated hit points ofthe chambers according to the meas-

ured values ef the chamber inefficiencies. This estimation was done for each ex-

perimental running cycle and fbr different reactions of rc- p--->nyn, nn' and wn. as

a function of t'. The average chamber efificiency oftypical running cycle was 92.5O/o

and reconstruction eMciencies for charged particles from if, rp' and to at t'= :O GeV2

were 75e/o, 830/e, and 890/,, respectively. These vaiues were about 50/, lower than

those from IOOO/. chamber eficiency.

    A correction factor due to the selection critreia that the dlstance of gamma ray

shower and a charged particle at W5 should be greater than 15 cm was carefully
examined. "I'he factor had a Iittle dependence with t' and was O.756 for ny, O.875
for op' and O.844 for to.

    The detection eMclency for two gamma rays was estimated by the analysis of

n-P.opn, v-rr events by the followlng two ways. At first the events were analysed

by the data of main radiater only. The events w!th two showers were selected by

the energy depositlon pattem on the lead glass array aRd the mass of two gmama
rays was calculated from the deposit energies and roughly estimated positions. The

second one was the analysis cornbined with the information of W5. From the yield

ratio of op the detection efllciency was estimated to be 58.eO/,, which includes the

conversion efliciency ef two gmama rays (78.00/o) in the active converter.

    A small amount of data were taken simultaneously with trigger mode of 2C 1
and 2C 2 (table 6) to estimate the rejection rate ofgood eveRts by target anticounters

TAO, TAI, TA2 and TA3. The trigger rate of these data was suppressed by con-
stant factors wkh count-down log!cs modules. Fig. 24 shows the beam-normallzed
distributions of the mlssing mass squared for two charged particle events (a) with

and (b) without the target antlcounters, respectively. In fig. 24(b) a shoulder of

d(1232) and a broad bump of d(1650) can be seen with the large neutron peak.
Fig. 24(a) shows that these background events were rejected by target anticounters.
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            Table 6. Summary of correction factors

4

<Constant factors>

il11i Non-conversion of either garnma ray in active converter
Garnma ray conversion ln flight (target, chamber, counter)

Dead time in data processing

IneMciency of beam hodoscope counters and beam proportional chambers
Accidental veto's by target anticounters (TAO, TAI, TA2, TA3)
Accidental veto's by anticounters (Al, A2, A3, BVi, BV2)

Overveto's with target anticounters TAO by delta-e}ectrons

Accidental beam tracks
Tracking eMciency for gamma part
Reaction of the secondary particles in the target materials

Overveto's by net neutron detection
Bearn contamination (muons)
Reactions taking place in the target materials other than liquid hydrogen

O.78

O.82

O.94

O.97

O.97

O.985
O.87

O.97

G744
O.975
O.96
O.97

O.98

<Corrections estimated by )vc[onte-Carlo simulation>*

l) Acceptance ofdetector system
2) Reconstruction ecaciency for charged part
3) Charged particles and gamma rays within !5 cm at gamma counter
4•) Ratio of gamma enregy
6) Granularity of trigegr counters and chambers

            H! and H2
            Trigger Åëhambers
            No. of gamma rays
7) Decay ofx" or zm in flight

see fig. 22

O.73 (O.83)

O.76 (O.89)

O.88 (e.96)

O.65 (O.79)

O.90 (O.93)

o.gg (1.eo)

O.94 (O.19)

* typical value. ( ) is for rp'
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The total loss of true events was estimated to be l9.50/, by fitting the missing mass

distributions in fig. 24 with gaussian functions and taking the ratio of the neutron

events. A Iarge part of the event loss (l30/.) was due to the detection of delta-elec-

trons by TAO. It was estimated from the ratio of TAO counts to Åíhe incident beam
particles. Because the rejectlon ratio by the de}ta-electrons was proportional to the

total length of the charged part2cles in the target region, Åíhe ratio was multlplied by

a factor of l.5 for secondary charged part2cle production of "2C2G" events. The
average event loss due to the neutron detection by target anticounters was reduced to

40/. by taking the !ogial AND of the double iayers of TA2. ']rhe neutroR detection

by TA3 was small but lt depended on the recoil neutron angle. The Monte Carlo
estimation showed that the rejection ratio slowly increases with -t' and it was 30/e

fer n and 60/o for op' at -t' ==O.5 GeV2. Data was corrected differently for op aRd n'

with the t-dependent factors.

    The z-vertex dlstribution for the empty target showed oniy 2.30/. of the reac-

tions took place from the target materials other than the llqvtld hydrogen.

    Asurnmary of all the correction factors are listed !n table 6. •

4. Experimental Results

4.1 ?rocediure fer Event Seiection

    The klnematical varlables derived !n the reconstruction program were the mo-
menta of the two charged partlcles, the two gamma rays and the !ncident particle.

 [Shey were further analysed to select the good events for reactions (1) and (2)• Fig•

25 shows the flow chart of the kinematlcal analysis.

    The detection points of each charged particle and gamma ray were requiyed to

be within the defining area of detectors. The momentum cut for each charged
particle was set at 400 MeVfc. The cut was slightly higher than the m2nimum
charged particle momenttzm of 360 MeV/c to pass through the magnet. Each
gamma ray was required to have more than the minimum energy of 300 MeV.
The ratio of two gamma energies was required to be at least O.2.
    The effective mass spectra of two gamma rays for react!ons (1) and (2) are
shown iR fig. 26. To select the events with two gamma rays decayed from ne and

cr, simple mass cuts of 80 to 200 MeV and 430 to 660 MeV were made as shown
by arrows. After the selection wlth the rr mass cut the energies of the two gamma
rays were constra!ned so that the effective mass became equal to the mass of rre or

ny. lrhe resultant four-vectors of tke two cha!'ged particles and the constrained
four-vectors of the two gamma rays were used to get an effective mass of rc+n-rce or
z+za--

.

    The distribution of missing mass squared for rp and rp' region are shown in
fig. 27. The clean neutron peaks enabied us to make clear cuts for selecting reac-

tions (1) and (2). The arrows in the figure show the cuts for the missing mass squLared

wh!ch were set between -l.O and 2.5 GeV2 for n, aRd -e.2 and l.8 GeV2 for n'.
The final four-vector of z+z-"nO or z+zne'op system was given by constraining the reco!I

nucleon mass to tkat ofneutron.
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    The effective mass spectra of n+z""xO after the above constralnts are shown ln

fig. 28(a). A clean signal of op is seen with srnall backgrounds. The effective mass

cut of 520 to 580 MeV is shown by arrows. Fig. 28(b) shows the effective rnass of

z'z- op. A very clean peak of n' is seen with Iittle backgrounds (less than 30/e)
between the mass cut of 930 to 990 MeV, which is shown by arrows.

4.2 Cross Sections

    The differential cross sections for the reactions (l) and (2) are obtained from

experimental data as follows;

          daldt - 1!(C•f•N• rit•B)•X(Y(t, e, Åë)fA(t, e, Åë)), (17)
                                 eo
where,
    Y(t, e, Åë) == number of good events in a (t, e, Åë) bin,

    A(t, e, Åë) == Acceptance for the (t, e, Åë) bin,

    I=: nurnber ofiRcident beam particles,

    .ZV : number ofprotons in the hydrogen target per un!t area,

    dt =' bin width of the four-rnomentum transfer squared t,

    C == correction factors described in sec. 3-3.

    B== branchiBg ratio for decyas of (12) and (13),

        [The values of fo}Iowing branching ratios (ref. 33) were used in the correc-

        tions for unobserved decay modes,
        (ny ---> z"n-rre)f(rp --)F all) = :O.237Å}O.O05,

        (op -> z"T-ny)/(v' -> al}) =:(213)(O.653ti O.OI6),

        (op-eFrr) (op . all) =O.390 l O.O08.

    0, di= polar and azlmuthal angles of three body (rr+ru"zae, n"n-op) decay piane

        normal for the reactions (l) and (2) in the s-cltannei helicity frame.

6.2.1 Total Cross Sections
    The differential cross sections fer the reactiolts (1) and (2) measured with this

experiment are listed in table 7. By integrating the differential cross sections the
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total cross sections aT's altcl the ratio .R(rp'1rp)T

aT(an'-P --.F ?7n) = 33.6 i:I.5 ,ctb,

oT(n--P . ?7'n) = 16.9Å}O.6ptb,

were obtained as foilows,

and

R(op'1rp). : O.50Å}O.03.

Table 7. Differential cross sections of rr-p--"opn and rrmp--"-n'n

beam momentum
at 8.06 GeBVIc

dt (GeV)2 t da/dt(n) (ptb) odldt (n') (mb) R(op7op)

iii11:ol"l'iilig ii'il 50.`lr7Å}2.l7

68.56Å}2.56

78.82Å}2.78

89.98Å}2.98

81.80Å}2.87

93.92Å}3.!3

91.90,L3.l2

87.81Å}3.06

88.59th3.16

81.98 l 3.06

75.48Å}2.98

74.74Å}3.00

69.e8Å}2.93

69.77Å}3.02

64.43Å}2.92

62.47th2.95

53.85th2.78

56.96Å}293
S3.2eÅ}2.89

47.45 th2.75

40.12Å}1.65

33,27ti 1.51

25.76Å}1.35

22.43Å}ISe
16.45 ,I, l.I3

l3.71-Fl.05

 7.97Å}O.58

 5.02Å}O.49

 2,51Å}O.35

 i.!2rl,O.17

 O.71"O.l6
 O.30thO.12

 O.55ti O.l8

 O.41 inO.21

29.93Å}2.17

39.83Å}2.49

44.41 ,I 2.64

5e.43Å}2.85

48.51Å}2.75

53.22A-3.03

51J7-F2.98
4,7.4rl l 2.89

46.48th2.93

44.55th2.89

40.10Å}2.82

tll.91Å}2.88

34.53Å}2.69

33.67th2.67

34,.26Å}2.71

30.05th2.59

20.87Å}2.l4,

21.58Å}2.29

19.73rl,2.ll

19.49Å}2.24

16.07th1.3e

IO.81Å}1.10

 8.47Å}1.03

 5.04kO.81

 4.50thO.80

 2.5eÅ}O.65

 l.47 ,i O.38

 l.83Å}O.51

 O.59Å}O.S4
 O.29 -Å} O. 17

 O.67Å}O.33

 1.79Å}O.67*

l.37ti:1.37**

o.sgtho.es

e.ssÅ}o.o4

e.s6Å}o.o4•

O.56Å}O.04

o.sgÅ}o.e4

o.s7the.o4

O.56 J-,-H O.04

o.s4Å}o.e4

o.s2Å}o.e4

O.54Å}O.04

O.53J..-O.04

O.56thO.04

O.50thO.04

o.4sÅ}o.e4

O.53thO.05

O.48Å}O.05

e.3gtho.o4

O.38Å}O.04

O.37Å}O.04

o,41tho.es

O.40Å}O.04

O.32 thO.04

o.34Å}e.o4

o.22Å}e.o4

O.27Å}O.05

O.l8,l,O.05

O.l8tiitO.05

O.37Å}e.l;

O,24the.l4

O.26,1,O.15

O.94•thO.52

4.94•+2.47**

3.08Å}3.42**

: * At =l.4-l.7
dt=1.7-2,6
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    The errors inc!ude the systematic errors due to the uncertainties !n the correc-

tlon factors llsted in table 6 and the background substractions (4.50/o for ny and 3.30/,

for ny').

    The values of the total cross sections for ny and op' are shown ln fig. 29 together

with the results of the prevlous experlments (refs. 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, li, 12 aRd l4 for

op and refs. 5, 7, 9, l3 and 14 for rp'). From the present ratio of the totai cross

sections eq. (9) leads to the octet-singlet mixing angle of -(l9.4Å}O.8)O, as is shown

ixx table 8. 0ur result is consistent wkh reÅí 13 and is different from the result of

reÅí 14. 0ur result ofO.50rf O.03 for R(op'iv). (-i9.40 for the mlxing angle) clearly

deviates from O.35 (-240) expected from the simple SU(3) mode}.
    The energy depeRdence of the cross sections can be described by the power-iaw
function,

            Table 8. Shaping parameters. Cross sections and ratio for rp and o'.
                   d6/dt== (A-Bt) exp (ct) x A(1-gct) exp (ct)

      Ape} et al.
    (refs. 12 aRd IB)
25 GeV/c 40 GeVic

Stanton et al.
  (reÅí 14)
 8.45 GeV/c

This experiment

 8.06 GeVlc

<n>

z
c

g

(ptb•GeV-2)

       13.6Å}O.51
(ptb.GeV-4)

       423th28
(GeVwn2)

        8.4thO.1
        3.7Å}O.2

Z7Å}O.33

262 l l8

9.2Å}O.1

3.7thO.2

44.4th4.8

l405Å}75

6.82Å}O.12

463Å}056

 48.9 l:l.7

986.4,i,l5.2

 E99Å}O.e3
 3.37Å}O.l3

<n'>

ii (ptb•GeV-2)

       7.37Å}1.l6
(ptb•GeV"4)

        312Å}98
(GeVM2)

        9.4Å}O.5
        4.5,t,1.2

4.89Å}O.581

 76Å}42

10.3Å}O.5

 3.5Å}O,7

21.2Å}2.8

920Å}60

8.69ti,O.18

4.99Å}O.742

26.98Å}1.82

726.7Å}20.0

 7.55Å}O.06

 3.57Å}O.55

aT(v)(teb)

am(n')(t`b)

7.68thO.39

4.05Å}O.30

4.e3,l:O.l8

2.10Å}e.l5

S6.4Å}3.6

l4r.6Å}l.4,

33.6Å}l.5

16.9Å}e.6

R(rp'ln)T and mixing angle e (degree)

          O.52Å}O.03 O.52Å}O.02
         -18.9Å}O.78 -18.9thO.52
R(op'1rp) at t==O and mixing angle e (degree)

          o.soÅ}o.es o.sgÅ}o.o7
         -19.5Å}2.!6 -17.2Å}1.64

e.4olÅ}o.o3

-22.4Å}O.97

 O.48thO.09

-20.1Å}2.25

-i9.QÅ}O.8

O.552Å}O.04

--- 18.IÅ}i.04
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         oT ww Ci(i;,)-"C2ittb. (ls)
where s ls the square of the energy ln the center-of-mass system, and so is le GeV2.

By fittlng our results and those of reÅí 1l, the values of Ci and C2 for rp are evaluated

to be

         Ci(op) === 70.ll3.29 C,(n) =:1,49 liO.o2.

For op', the fit of our results and those of reÅí l3 leads to

         Ci(ny') :31.5Å}1.58 C,(n') == i.291O.04.

    As shown in fig. 29, both of the solid Iines with these parameters reproduce wel}

the other data in the wide beam momentum region. The va!ue of C2(op') is l30/.
smaller than C,(op). Ape} et al. (ref. I3) obtained about the same values for C,(n')

and C2(n) by fitting only their data of l5 to 40 GeV/c beam momeRta. }E{owever,
their C2(rp') does not seem to describe well the cross sections at other momenta.

    Our larger value of C2(op) than that of C2(n') lndicates that the total cross
section of rp decreases faster than that of op' and that the total cross sections of op

and ny' will beceme equai to each other at the inc!dent momentum of about 300
GeV/c.

4.2.2 Differential Cross Sections
    The differential cross sections for the reactions (l) and (2) are shown in fi.cr. 30.

The solid and dotted }!nes are the fits by the phenomenological formula given below.
The differential cross sections ofn and rp' have a similar shape in the ltl <O.8 GeV2

region. They show a markecl drop at small iti and smooth faIloff for itl beyond
O.1 Gev2.
    In the l t 1 <O.8 GeV2 region the differential cross sections can be described well

by the phenomenological formula (refs. 8 and 12) which is the sum of the absoiute

square of the neutron spin-flip and spin-nonflip amplitudes,

         dafdt=A(l-gct) exp (ct), (l9)
where the parameters mean as follows;

    A : the va}ue ofda/dt at t---O, er the absolute square of spin nonfiip amplitude

        at t== O.

    g : the ratio of the !ntegrated cross sectlons for spin flip ancl nonfip.

    c : the exponential slope parameter.

    'Irhe assumptlon that the slope parameters for spin-flip and spln-nonfiip ampli-

tudes are equal was verified by the analysis of the reaction (1) (reÅí 12). The
parameters which were derived by the ieast-squares fitting for ltl <e.8 GeV2 region

are also listed in table 8.

    In the larger momentum transfer region ( 1 t l > 1.0 GeV2) a dip or change of the

slope is seen in both differential cross sections. However, the behavior of the
differential cross sections for op and op' in thist region is different each other.
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The differential cross sections of op falls much more slowly than in the smaller ltI

region. Wh2Ie, the differential cros.s sections of op'shows an increase in thistregion.

    'lrhe ratio of the dlfferential cross sections, R(ny'!op), is shown in fig. 31 together

with those ofrefs. 13 and i4. 0ar data shows a clear t-dependence ofR(op'!n) over
the measured t region. R(op'/ny) decreases by a factor of 3 in the ltl<O.8 GeV2
region. Beyond 1tI =l GeV2, R(op'/op) increases and reaches to 1.0 ayozmd ltl =
1.3 GeV2. rl:he vaiue ofR(v') at txO ls O.55ti-O.04. Using eq. (9) we obtain the

op-op' mixing ang}e of -(!8.lÅ}l.04)O as is listed in tabie 8. Again our mixing
angle is different from ones obtained from the SU(3) mass formula.

    Compared with other experiments, clear decrease ef R(op'iv) of our data is
consistent with Stanton et al. (reÅí 14). However, their values which are restricted

in ltl<O.8 GeV2 region are about 10 to 200/. smaller than ours. Ape! et al. (reÅí
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Ratios of differentia} cross sections of this experiment and refs.
13 and 14.
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13) who obtalRed data using a neutral spectrometer insisted that R(op'/ny) did not

depend on t. But it seems that R(op'iv) of their data also decreases from O.6 to
O.26 in 1tl<O.8 GeV2. 'lkeir values are in agreement with eurs at ltI<O.5 GeV2,
but around ltl==O.7 GeV2 they are higher than ours. The !ncrease ef R(op'1op) in
the large ltl(>l.O (]}eV2) region is observed in our data. This behavior is not clear

in the result of the previous experiments (reÅí I3), }Iowever, in the ltl region of

O.8 to !.3 GeV2 their values are in agreement with ours.

    As fer the small 1 t 1 region (<O.8 GeV2), the least-squares fit of the d!fferential

cross sections with eq. (19) was made, and in fig. 32, the shape parameters c, A and

g for op and rp' of our experimeRt are shown together with tkose of the prevlous
experiments as a function of the incident momentume. The s dependences of the
shape parameters rkefined by eq. (!9) are evaluated by fitting the data of this ex-

periment and those of refs, 3, 10, ll, l3 and l4 for op and refs. 13 and l4 for rp'.

The results are as fellows;

          c(op) =:5.73+l.761 in (sfs,), (20)
          c(op ') =7.41 -i-l.41 1n (sls,), (21)
          A(op) ,., s6.2(Åí>-"i•2i, (22)
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         A(op ,) =37.o(Åí> -"i`O', (23)
                     x Se'

         g== 4.46-O.44 1n (sls,). (24)
    lt seems that at sufficient high momentum around 300 GeV/c, c(op) and A(op)
become equal to c(op') and A(op'), respectively. If we take the ratio of the absolute

squares of the nonflip and fiip amplitudes at t==O i.e. R,f ==(p/p')A(ty')/A(op) and

Rf== (plp')(A(op')c(op')g(op')!(A(op)c(op)g(op)), we obtaln the R.f aRd Rf of O.579 and

O.773, respectively. Here, PIP' is the ratio of the center-of-mass momenta of op and

op' for kinematlcal correction and is l.05 at 8.06 GeV!c. The Iarge contribution of

the spln flip amplitude indicates that Rf is the better quantity for quark content.

Again, the value of Rf ls different from O.35 or O.96 expected from the Iinear and
quadratic mass formulae of SU(3) ciassification.

4.3 Discussion
    The summary of our experimental resu}ts are as follows;

    l) The total cross sect2ons of op and op' are 33.6Å}1.5ptb and 16.9 LO.6ptb,
respectively. The values are consistent with othey previous results under the power-

Iaw function given by eq. (l8).

    2) The ratio of the total cross sections for op and rp' is O.50Å}O.03 and eq. (9)

leads to the octet--siRglet mixing angle of (-19.4 ftO.8)O.

    3) Irhe shape of the differential cross sections ofT and op' can be well fitted

by the phenomenological formula of eq. (19) the four momentum transfer region
of Itl <e.8 Gev2.

    4) The strong t dependence is seen en R(rp'1op) from our results and can not

be explained by tke simple SU(3) mode}.
    5) In the reglok of lt1 <O.8 GeV2, the slope parameter of the differential cross

sections of op' is 1.2 times greater than that of T, which leads to the decrease of the

xatio R(op'/op) by a factor of 3.I in this t region.

    6) At t=:O, R(op'1rp) is O.55Å}O.04 and from eq. (9) we obtain the octet-singlet

mixing ang}e (-18.I Ll.04)O of the pseudoscalar noBet.
    7) 'I'he behavior of the differential cross sections of rp and vr' changes at around

ltl == !.e Gev2.

    8) Beyond 1.0 GeV2, differential cross sections of op decreases more slowly,
whereas those ofn' increases with I t l and Åíhis brings up the value ofR(op'/op) above l.

    9) Comparing wlth other experiments, the s-dependence of cross sections are
summarized as follows. Both of oT(rp) and aT(rp') decrease with s, but aT(op)
decreases faster than aT(ny') and R(ty'/op) increases 270/, in the momentttm range of

8 to 40 GeVfc. As for tke dift'erential cross secÅíions, the shape parameters c and

A for ep and rp' have a clear s-dependence, and the values of c's and A's come clese

to each other as s increases.

    The ratio of the total cross sections and that of the diffeyential cross sections

at t=O is about e.5. However, it is different from both values of R(op'!rp) =O.96 or

R(op'1rp)==O.35 which corresponds to the mixing angles of -100 or -240 expected
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from the quadratic and 1!near mass fermulae ofthe naive SU(3) classification. Okubo

and Jagannathan (reÅí 34) teseed the quark-llne rule for reactions involving op altct

ry' and suggested the validity of the generai particle-mixing model (ref. 35) based

on the topological expansion (ref. 36) for Regge dynamlcs. With the geRreal par-

ticle-mixing meodei Inami et a}. derived the different mixing angles of e2==-60
and e2==-200. The model explains r(op--->rr) and r(ty'.rr) and the sum rule for

charge exchange reactioRs frorn the experimental value of R(rp'1op) =O.52. Another

phenomenological model (reÅí 37), wh2ch introduces the violation of OZI rule by
mixing rnaÅírix of quark wave functions based on QCD, gave the different m{xing

angles of ei and e2 in eq. (7). According to this model fii and e2 are -17.20 and
-20.60, respectively and R(ry'/n)==O.53, which is close to the experlmental values.

    Cohen and Lipkin proposed a phenomenological model (ref. 16) ilt whick rp-op'

mlxlng are extended to include radial esxcitat2ens in the mass matrix. They ob-
tained R--3 and this result can not exp!ain our results.

    "lhe strong t-dependence of R(op'/rp) confirmed by the present experiment ln-

d!cates that the production process of rp and v' cannot be explained by the simpie

medel based on the quark line rule which assumes the exact OZI rule.
    The fact of exponentlal decrease of the differential cross sections of op and rp',

and the larger slope parameter of n' than that of op show tkat the iRteraction
radlus of rp' is about IOO/o larger than that of op, if we assume that the interaction

radius !s proportionako the squrae root of the siope parameter.
    Recentely Saleem and Aleem (reÅí 38) shewed that the behavior of differential
cross sections of op ancl rp' beyond i t l =1.0 GeV2 can be reproducecl by using a single

Regge pole+cut model. They assumed that A2xP cut contributes only to the
helicity fi2p amplitude and that the ratio R(op'lty) is equa! to O.5 and fitted the

data of reÅí 12. They showed that the differential cross sections of n' ean be re-

produced with the same parameters as op. By multiplying their residue functions
by a factor of O.9, our differential cross sections of op can be well fitted over the

measuredtregion as is shown in fig. 30. However thls rnodel caR not reproduce
our differential cross sections of op', because of the2r asumption ofR(op'1rp) which is

independent of t.

    The study of op and T' mesons produced by the rc-P charge exchange reaction

has been very effective to obtain the new knowledge of the isoscalar members of
the pseudoscalar llonet. However, our knowiedge ofthe pseudoscalar mesons is yet
incomplete. As to the total cross section ffT and the shape parameters A and c of the

differential cross sectiolls for op and T', the suggseted asymptotic behavior in which

these physical quantities will become equal between rp and op' at high energy (around

3eO GeV/c) is eager to be tested by the future high energy experiment. In addition

high statistics data of op and v' production ae high ltl region is needed to obtain

further knowledge of the reaction mechanism of the !soscalar mesons.
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